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Patentability report
Scope of search:
Patentability Prior art of particular relevance that might indicate that the disclosed invention cannot be
considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive step.

The Invention features or draft claims:
1. Eyeglass wipers
2. Electrically powered
3. Attaching clipping mechanism

Report findings:
An online version of the report can be viewed by following the links below.
The patent links will be opened in a new window with a dedicated professional system for
creating patent search reports called reporteditortm. The system allows the search specialist
to edit and deliver a clear and simple display of the report documents. Reports can be easily
downloaded, printed or sent to any third party from the system.
Online report: https://www.reporteditor.com/reports/report/-d7ca57ab4633a45d#
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Conclusion:
The following table concludes the relevancy of the report documents. Relevant passages and
drawings are highlighted in the online report and can be viewed by following their links.
Doc #

Document ID

1.
2.
3.

US6640379(B1) - Attachable eyeglass wipers
GB1286783(A) - SPECTACLES, GOGGLES AND THE LIKE
http://www.amazon.com/Wipers-Wiper-GlassesAssorted-Colors/dp/B07FSWPDKS - i Wipers - Wiper
Glasses (Assorted Colors)
US4789233(A) - Eyeglass wipers
US6722766(B1) - Eyewear with attached wiping
apparatus
GB2177290(A) - A pair of spectacles or goggles with
wipers

4.
5.
6.

Category Relevant to
features
/claims
X
1, 2, 3
X
1, 2, 3
Y
1

Y
Y

1, 2
1, 3

A

[X] - Document of particular relevance; the disclosed invention cannot be considered novel
or cannot be considered to involve an inventive step when the document is taken alone.
[Y] - Document of particular relevance; the disclosed invention cannot be considered to
involve an inventive step when the document is combined with one or more other such
documents, such combination being obvious to a person skilled in the art.
[A] - Document defining the general state of the art which is not considered to be of
particular relevance
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Report limitations:









The documents have each been given the category X, Y or A according to the
information specialist opinion. Nevertheless, we recommend that each document
shall be analysed further by a patent attorney.
We did our best to cite the most relevant documents but please note:
o Patents are usually published, and therefore can be cited, only 18 months
after their filings.
o The art of searching is not an exact science and can never provide 100% of
certainty.
The information provided in our reports is for information purposes only and does
not constitute a legal opinion of any type.
The search was done for the purpose of evaluation whether a patent application
should be filed and it cannot be used alone for evaluating the Freedom To Operate
or infringement risks.
Any prior art that was reported as known to the client before the search is excluded
from the report.
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Annex - Search Strategy
Sources:
The search was performed in the following databases:
Espacenet
Questel Orbit
USPTO
Google (books, patents, scholar, web)
WIPO (+national collections)

Main Keywords (+variations):
eyeglass
glasses
rain
wipers

batteries
clip
attach
secure

Main International and Cooperative classifications:
B60S1/56
G02C13/00
B60S1/02
A61F9/02
G02C11/08
A63H33/30
Please note that the search was not limited to the above. Machine translations, advanced
search tools and cross referencing between documents were widely used.
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